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Three passions, simple but vigorous, have made an impact in my life: love 

forsoccer, affection formoney, and craving love. These passions have carved 

the path I have walked and will continue for my life's Journey. For one thing, I

have always had a passion for soccer; first, because It brings Inspiration- 

inspiration is a great feeling that I would take chances for the rest of my life, 

for many hours of this revelation. I find that soccer seems to follow me, even 

In mydreams. 

I always see myself In the biggest soccer stadium In the world and just 

breathing and playing soccer. " Goal: The Dream Begins" Is a soccer movie 

that has made the biggest Impact In my soccercareermainly because the 

movie was so Inspiring to watch. This movie seemed Like a reality because 

the mall character In the movie had suchmotivationand desire for the game 

of soccer. Nowadays, soccer Is making a bigger Impact In my elite, and the 

reason Is seeing all the professional soccer athletes training hard In practice 

and working hard In games. Soccer will always be my passion, and this 

inspiration for this sport will help me continue in my life's journey. In addition

to being inspired in soccer, I feel as if the affection for money helps me stay 

on track on my life's journey. My passion for money makes me think more 

positively and makes me strive to get more. For me, buying certain things 

such as clothes, foodandhealthproducts always make me have a positive 

mindset because I realize thathard workpays off. I feel without hard work 

towards money I could never have a positive mindset and fantasize about 

doing good things with my earnings. 

I know this passion to get money helps release energy, and it doesn't make 

me too stressed, but instead it makes me dream and helps me talk about 
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what to do next with my money. I feel having that affection for money helps 

me appreciate things and makes a positive determination on my life's 

Journey. Craving love has always been attainable, for it can bring positive 

relations with people and the world. Loving someone or something is a great 

feeling, and having that genuine passion for love can create positive things. 

I believein karma, and doing meeting with good intention for a person or 

thing will come back and help you out. I feel if I love then later in the future 

karma will come around and bring a definite smile on my face. Love can 

have a strong connection towards people, and I feel If I can love then that 

connection will guide me to a safe place and enlighten my Journey. So far, 

this has been my life's Journey. I have found It worth living for these three 

passions, and I would do It all again If the chance were awarded to me 

because these emotions so far brought a pleasure In my life. 

For one thing, I have always had a passion for soccer; first, because it brings 

inspiration- inspiration is a great feeling that I would take chances for the 

rest of my life, for many hours of this revelation. I find that soccer seems to 

follow me, even in my dreams. I always see myself in the biggest soccer 

stadium in the world and Just breathing and playing soccer. " Goal: The 

Dream Begins" is a soccer movie that has made the biggest impact in my 

soccer career mainly because the movie was so inspiring to watch. 

This movie seemed like a reality because the main character in s making a 

bigger impact in my life, and the reason is seeing all the professional soccer 

athletes training hard in practice and working hard in games. Soccer will 

life's Journey. Stay on track on my life's Journey. My passion for money 
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makes me think more smile on my face. Love can have a strong connection 

towards people, and I feel if I So far, this has been my life's Journey. I have 

found it worth living for these three passions, and I would do it all again if the

chance were awarded to me because these emotions so far brought a 

pleasure in my life. 
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